
MAGIC AND MYTHOLOGY

CELEBRATION!

MAZES, MASKS, AND MORE!  
BELOW YOU WILL FIND SOME 

PRINTABLES TO EXPLORE!

COLOR A MASK!
SOLVE THE MAZE!

COMPLETE THE CROSSWORD! 
TRY THE GREEK VASE DRAWING GAME!

Please note: If you do not have a printer or would like paper
copies, we are happy to provide these! 

Contact us at 978-388-8148 x4 or kids@amesburylibrary.org
and we'll get these to you at curbside! 

They are also availible for pick-up in the FRONT of the
Library on 7/31 from 10am - 4pm



Oh no! You got trapped in the Minotaur's labyrinth!
Solve the maze to escape and find out who put the

Minotaur there in the first place!
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Who trapped the Minotaur?
_ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _

Escape the Beast!

You

made it!



Across:
2.master blacksmith to the gods; god of fire 
3.sister of Zeus; goddess of the harvest
6.youngest Olympian god; patron god of the art of theatre
8.god of war
10.another word for god or goddess
11.sister of Zeus and one of the original twelve Olympians;        
     goddess of the hearth and family
12.brother of Zeus; god of the dead and king of the underworld
16.the highest mountain in Greece; regarded as the 
     "Home of the Gods" in Greek mythology
17.Greek city where the Sphinx asked the most famous 
      riddle in history
19.the number of Olympians (major Greek gods and goddesses)
20.mythical Greek king of Thebes; solved the riddle asked 
     by the Sphinx
21.goddess of wisdom

Down:
1.messenger of the gods
4.brother of Zeus; god of the sea
5.goddess of the hunt
7.god of the sky and thunder; 
   ruler of all the gods
9.country in which Mount Olymups and 
   the city of Thebes are located
13.god of light
14.goddess of love
15.wife of Zeus and goddess of marriage
18.guard to the ancient Greek city of Thebes; 
     asked all passerby the most famous riddle in history

Legend says that either Hera or Ares sent the Sphinx to the Greek city of Thebes, where she asked all passersby the most famous riddle in
history: "Which creature has one voice and yet becomes four-footed and two-footed and three-footed?" 

Any person who could not answer the riddle was eaten by the Sphinx. Oedipus, the king of Thebes, solved the riddle by answering: 
"Man—who crawls on all fours as a baby, then walks on two feet as an adult, and then uses a walking stick in old age". 

Very rarely, some accounts claim that the Sphinx asked a second riddle: 
"There are two sisters: one gives birth to the other and she, in turn, gives birth to the first. Who are the two sisters?"

 

Test your knowledge of Greek mythology by completing the crossword puzzle below and unscramble the
circled letters to reveal the answer to this second, lesser known, riddle!

Survive the Sphinx!

_ _ _  and  _ _ _ _ __  _  _  _  _  _  _  _Circled Letters: Answer:



DRAGON MASK
COLOR AND CUT! 



UNICORN
MASK

COLOR AND CUT! 



This game allows you to create a
Greek vase! It can be played by

yourself or with others 

Roll the die
Find your number on the sheet below
Go by column (so start with "shape") and
draw the corresponding item!
You can put the designs where ever you
want to create your own design! 

ROLL A GREEK VASE

You will need a die or other object to roll!




